A case for an aggressive reconstruction policy for CLI.
Chronic critical leg ischaemia (CLI) occurs with increasing frequency in the population. A main reason for this is the increasing proportion of elderly persons in the population. CLI mostly affects persons over the age of 65 and a substantial proportion of the patients are more than 80 years old. Most patients have multiple risk factors, the most frequent being diabetes and various manifestations of cardiovascular disease. The main arterial changes are found in infrainguinal arteries in three-quarters of the patients and in 25-50% of the patients CLI will also affect the other leg at some time. Long infrainguinal bypasses are necessary for a successful treatment in most cases. Despite problems, reconstructive arterial surgery can be performed with acceptable morbidity and mortality. Re-interventions are necessary for many patients and regular follow-up should be a part of the treatment. The clinical results can ensure that most patients will have a reasonable quality of life. For society, reconstructive surgery is cost-effective as it reduces costs for long term care that otherwise would have been necessary after amputations.